Spin image has been applied to 3D object recognition system successfully because of its advantages of rotation, translation and view invariant. However, this method is very time consuming, owning to its high-dimensional characteristics and its complicated matching procedure. To reduce the recognition time, in this paper we propose a coarse-to-fine matching strategy for spin images. There are two steps to follow. Firstly, a low dimensional feature is introduced for a given point. The feature contain two components, its first component is the perpendicular distance from the centroid of the given point's neighbor region to the tangential plane of the given point, its second component is the maximum distance between the projection point of the centroid on the tangential plane and projection points of the neighbor region on the tangential plane. Secondly when comparing a point from a target with a point from a model, their low features are matched first, only if they satisfy the low feature constrains, can they be selected as a candidate point pair and their spin images are further matched by similarity measurement. When all the target points and all the model points finish above matching process, those candidate point pairs with high spin image similarity are selected as corresponding point pairs, and the target can be recognized as the model with the most amount of corresponding point pairs. Experiment based on Stanford 3D models is conducted, and the comparison of experiment results of our method with the standard spin image shows that the propose method is more efficient while still maintain the standard spin image's advantages.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of laser sensor technology, three-dimensional (3D) point clouds which contain the scene's geometry information can be captured, and the geometry information can be used for object recognition. As a result, research on 3D object recognition is significant and has attracted more and more attentions.
The general scheme for 3D object recognition is as follow. First a description of each model is created and stored offline. Next a description of the target is created in the same form as the models online. Then correspondence is established between each model and the target by comparing their descriptions. Finally, the target can be recognized. In 1997, Johnson [1] developed a local feature descriptor called spin image. Each oriented point on an object is described as a spin image, and then a target is recognized by matching its spin images with models' spin images. In 1998, Johnson [2] International Symposium on Photoelectronic Detection and [4] . In 2005, Alexandru [5] realized automatic target detection and recognition based on spin image. In 2006, Foster [6] applied the spin image target detection algorithm to low density 3D point clouds. Spin image has become one of the most excellent descriptors for 3D object recognition. However, it is very time consuming because of its high-dimensional characteristics and its complicated matching procedure. In order to improve this problem, further researches have been conducted. In literature [7] , multi-resolution spin images were proposed, and spin images were matched in a low-to-high resolution manner. In literature [8] , spin image signature derived from spin image was used to filter out point pairs with big deviation, and only remaining candidate point pairs needed to compare their spin images. There are many other algorithms developed from spin images [9, 10] . As a result, time reducing was achieved to some extent. In this paper, we aim at further improving the recognition efficiency, and propose a new matching method for this problem. Our method first select candidate corresponding point pairs by coarsely matching low dimensional features proposed below, then only spin images of the remaining candidate point pairs need to be matched which significantly reduce the matching time.
ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, first we overview the traditional spin image, then a low dimensional feature is proposed, at last a coarse-to-fine matching method is given based on the low dimensional feature and spin image.
Overview of spin image
The fundamental element to create a spin image is an oriented point which is a 3D point with an associated direction. As shown in figure 1 , an oriented point p defines a local basis using the tangential plane P through p oriented perpendicularly to the surface normal n and the line through n . Two cylindrical coordinates are defined: the radius α , defined as the perpendicular distance to the line through n , and the depth β , defined as the signed perpendicular distance to P . Given an oriented point basisO , a spin-map function o S maps 3D point x to the 2D Cylindrical coordinate ( ) , α β as follows:
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The spin image f is indexed by α and β . Each spin image pixel ( ) , f α β is a bin that stores the number of
surface points with the given radius α and depth β calculated by bilinear interpolation.
Recognition is based on matching surfaces by matching points using the spin image representation. Spin image, as a two-dimensional matrix, it is complicated to match. Besides that, plenty of spin images of points on a target surface need to be compared with that of points on model surfaces. Therefore, this method is time consuming despite of its effectiveness.
A low dimensional feature
In order to compensate spin image's disadvantage of time consuming, we introduce a low dimensional feature represented by a two-dimensional vector which can be matched rapidly. Detailed description of this feature and its generation procedure is as follow.
For a given point p , a local region S consisting the given point p and its neighbors is define, in which the geodesic distance between each point and the given point p is less than a certain value. Besides that, the surface normal n at p and the tangential plane P at p . Then the low dimensional feature will be generated in the following steps. The centroid p O of S is calculated as follow:
are obtained by projecting the centroid p O and the points i x on S onto the tangential plane P respectively, then the maximum distance R between
x is determined. We use R as the first component of the low dimensional feature.
The perpendicular distance H from the centroid p O to the tangential plane P is calculated, which we use as the second component of the low dimensional feature.
The low dimensional feature consists of R and H . From the generation produce of R and H , we can see that the low dimensional feature is invariant to rotation, translation and view. Besides, it is a compact representation of local feature on a given point which can be compared rapidly.
Surface matching for object recognition
Based on the low dimensional feature defined above, the original matching procedure of spin images is redefined as a coarse-to-fine manner. Firstly, the low dimensional features are matched coarsely, point pairs with big deviation in their low dimensional features are filtered out without matching their spin images. Remaining point pairs are considered as candidate point pairs whose spin images similarity will be calculated. When all the points from a target finish comparing with all the points from models, several corresponding point pairs are determined by the similarity measurement, and the target can be recognized based on the amount of corresponding point pairs.
When 
Where δ is the threshold of distance between the low dimensional features, which can be set as one to two times of the object mesh resolution.
If t p and m p have passed above matching process, similarity tm C between their spin images X and Y is calculated using the similarity functions:
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Where λ is a free variable usually set to be three, N denotes the amount of bins in both X and Y are nonzero, tanh a is a hyperbolic arctangent function, ( ) , R X Y is the correlation coefficient calculated using the following functions:
,
The above described strategy is used to compare two single points. Generally, to recognize a target, all points from the target need to be compared with all points from all models in model library. By matching the low dimensional features, several candidate point pairs are selected, and the similarity of each candidate point pair is calculated. Therefore, for each target point, there exists a set of candidate point pairs which can be sorted by the similarity measurements, and the candidate point pairs with high similarity are selected as corresponding point pairs. Finally, when all the target points finish the above step, corresponding point pairs can be created for all points on target. The model which has the most amount of points contained in the corresponding point pairs is considered as the recognized result.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In order to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we do many comparative experiments with spin image, and PCA based spin image on the Stanford 3D models. All the algorithms are written in MATLAB langrage and are running on a computer with main-frequency 2.83GHz and memory size 2.00GB. As shown in figure 3 , four 3D models are contained in 3D model database. Before recognition experiment, we process each 3D model into two 3D models with different mesh resolutions by resampling, one is considered as a target, and the other is considered as a model. So a target and a model have different point number even if they represent a same object, as shown in Table 1 . Then each target is compared with all the four models to determine which is the correct model corresponding to the current target. Experimental results based on our proposed algorithm are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . Table 2 shows the matching results based on our proposed low dimensional features. The first fourth columns are the amount of selected candidate point pairs between each target and each model. In the fifth column, the total amount of selected candidate point pairs of the corresponding target in the same row is calculated by adding the previous four columns in the same row which represents the total amount of each target's candidate point pairs needed to match their spin images. The sixth column shows the amount of point pairs need to match their spin images without the pre-matching of the low dimensional features. In the seventh column, we can see that a significant proportion of the point pairs are filtered out to avoid matching their spin images. Because matching of the low dimensional features need much less time than that of the spin images, and a majority of point pairs are avoided matching their spin image by matching their low dimensional features, our proposed low dimensional feature is possible to reduce recognition time. Table 3 shows the final matching results of our proposed algorithm. The first four columns are the amount of corresponding point pairs passed the spin images matching process. The nearly 100% percentages of correct models' corresponding point pairs mean that all the four targets are correctly recognized and our proposed algorithm is effective. Experimental results of comparison of our proposed method with spin image and PCA based spin image are shown in Figure 4 . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a fast spin image matching algorithm is proposed in order to figure out the time consuming problem concerning spin image. There are two contributions of this paper: firstly, a low dimensional feature is introduced; secondly, the low dimensional features are pre-matched coarsely to filter out a large amount of point pairs with different features, only leaving a small portion of point pairs which are considered as candidate point pairs and need further matching of their spin images. As a result, recognition time is reduced. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is as effective as spin image and maintains the spin image's advantages of rotation, translation and view invariant, but has a higher efficiency.
